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wimmen have come along and enjoyed

That there was a lack of energy.

wor ng - .
' ' hi h control the works. It's asRight-on erarc y re accepted as part of thedefined knowledge of feminism before you a
‘W.L.M.' in Bristol,whatever that means.

But just look ai the women's centre. A small shabby brick building
in an area earmarked for devnlopmvnt. Without vlectricity for the
last two months,because the business next door Cl0$ud down end
switched off the extension. The council are willing to supply
electricity but expect women to reise approximately £500 to havv thc
building rewi"ed as it's so old and dangerous.

9 good women's centre where there c
disco room,creche,library etc.

for what we want without the State financing
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Since we started having Hysteria/Anarcha-feminist meetings many

ivhen Putting our magazine together we talk about any issues and ideas
that are relevant at the time.

Just lately we've been talking about the women's centre. Some women
said they felt it didn't have much to offer. There's nothing going on

It's hardly ever open. And when it is,it seems that some of the women
ki there almost intentionally alienate those calling in. The

Why bother 7 Do the council really care that Bristol doesn't haveould be a cafe. large meeting room,

I thought women's liberation was about organising ourselves and fighting- ' ' and controlling us 2!

themselves.

if you need a certain
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OPEN LE,TTELr{ TO THE @ WHO WROTE CERTAIN GRAFFITI IN THE TOILEPS AT THE ROCKPILE

We are 2 members of the Bristol Women's
Disco Collective and eve other Thurs-FYday we do a women's disco at the Rock-
pile in town. At a recent disco this
graffiti appeared - "you don't have to
be a lesbian to be a woman - don't let
women fall into the separatist lesbian
ghetto..." It was signed 1? which is
why we decided to write t 13 and put it
in HYSTEHIA as the writer didn't even
have the guts to sipn her name and this
is the only way we can be sure of lett-
inp her know how angry we are. We hope
that it was just one Q. letting off
some personal feelings and not repres-
entative of all anarcho-feminists as
we have to put up with enough shit as
it is. Also, this is not an attack on
HYSTERIA which has been supportive of
women-only space in the past, nor is
it s slag-off of anarcho-feminism in
general

we expect attacks at the disco from
men who have heard about the "lezzies"
and who fancy abit of aggro. Fortunate-
ly, we have not had any so far, altho'
this is not always the case at women's
discos or indeed in our lives. Our very
existence is a challenge to male power
which makes physical violence always a
possibility.

Firstly we have to assume from the tone
of the graffiti that the writer is
either heterosexual, bisexual or a
woman who thinks she's a lesbian bec-
ause she's slept with her best friend
and talked about menstrual taboos, but
who has not grown up or lived as a
lesbian and suffered all the oppression

Psimply because the tone of the graffiti
shows a complete lack of understanding,
of what it's like to be a lesbian in
this society. What's more, it's really
distressing that someone with supposedly
liberated politics can display such
obvious anti-lesbianism.

Instead the first attack is more subtle
& worse, and attacks our right to our
sexuality. We continually suffer verbal
& physical abuse, we lose custody of our
children, we are imprisoned in mental
hospitals, we are murdered, we are rej-
ected by our families, friends and our
old communities - what you wrote is just
more of what we already suffer and»it
makes us sick that it has come from a -
so-called ally.

_ ‘ - " ‘sts
Th aratist lesbian "Ph8tt° exle Sap here we Can
because its the only 5Pa°e “ reas-be together to escaPe from the opp

face everywhere» t° be °urse1ves°
ionhwe n choice to be in this "ehetie"We ave o
h‘ n a) we see mainly IB “S Just beingwlc - b €rY“with °“r "1°“@S.a“y7ay' Zidod’ zzhetto"

OHS is llVln€ 1" 3 ° Y
‘ts just that yours takes up the big"_ 1 _ _

Fest 3Pa°°' We have n0 choice but to leave our
small townsand villages and come to the
city and form this "ghetto"; our only’
.strength is to be together, All the
oppressed people in this world need
their own space which you slag off and
dismiss from a privileped position of
heterosexual power. Your critiCi8m
puts you on a par with the State whichf

ni-3%

@  Furthermore, you imply that we are
not real, that we're invisible,-
worthless and incapable of doing
anything in this "ghetto" but sleep- _
ing around, that we ignore the shit ‘
that goes on in society, Let us te11
you that this is a bloody arrogant

On the disco collective itself we work
hand to provide a women-only space at
these discos - a service you readily
use. We also provide a service where-
by women can organise a benefit for

insult.

any women's group and future benefits
will include one for this magazine.
You don't by any means have a monopo
on political awareness or activity
ih this respect we found your graffit
patronising. All we can say is, look
behind any outright challenge to male
power and you'll probably discover a
little bunch of dykes running their
arses off organising it.

Many lesbians organise and are heavily
ihvolved in politics. Many of us have
suffered physically and mentally for
our beliefs and our way of life, such
as being beaten up at Creenham and on

pother demos. like sabotaging sex shops
that it entails. We make this assum tion or beauty Contests-

and imprisoned.

forbids us all expression of our sex-
uality, You both force us into our
"ghetto"; it is strange and hypo-
critical that someone who wants to
change this oppressive State flhdulfi
appear to support it on this issue.

We've been fined
We are not invisible. Our very
lifestyle is more of a threat to
this male-dominated and hetero-
sexist society than any hetero-
sexual anarcho-feminist living with
her right-on boyfriend will ever be.
We just hope that you realise that
what you wrote to us was an incred-
ibly insulting put-down and in our
bloody space. Who the hell do you
think you are? All we have is 6 hours
to ourselves every 2 weeks and yet
you feel"free to come in and leave
your insults all over the place. If
you dislike it so much stay away,
because contrary to anything you may
have heard, we don't want every woman
to become a lesbian. There is alot of
women on this planet that we don't
need or want on our side thank-you..

'No-body is asking you to be anything
but yourself sistei, so please show
us some respect in return, eh?

Also, your words "... don't let women
fall..." stink of all the old warnings
against hairy lesbians who lurk in
corners waiting to entice young women
into all sorts of perverted practices
and can only confirm in the minds of
other women who use the Rockpile the
hideous stereotypes we are fighting.
Thanks a bloody bunch. _
After taking all the time and effort
to get this letter together, we hope
we've got across to you the hurt and
anger we feel. We hasten to add that
we were not the only ones to feel out-

\raged at what you thought of us. We
value and need our space and we don't
need women like you. In future, if
you have anything to tell us, come &
say it to our faces. If you feel
anything so strongly you should at ,
least have the guts to stand up and '
say it to the people you're so ready: _
to d8SpiS6., ' T ' '“‘ T

‘~Judy Kirk 1"
X.IKym Martindale ~ g

and alot of other angry lesbians.’
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At a meeting the other
day,a woman said how
shocked she was on
hearing some wimmen
she knew,talking about
killing men or at
least causing them
gevere h sical dis-
abi1ity?!¥This struck
home.I began to think
about the times I'd
advocated such things
"..we could always
chop a mans head off
and use it as a ball
P,or"cut his legs off
and he won't be so
cocky" or"the only
good man is a dead
one".-frightening
talk for someone
supposedly maintain
-ing a non~violent
philosophy.
Then I began to
think why I,and
so many wimmen I
know do this,and the
answer that I found
was frustration!
The frustration that
comes from days of
"Hello darling" or
"Get a load of that"
or "What's a nice
girl like you..."
Days of kerb crawlers
gropers,physical and
mental sexual harras
-sment from complete
strangqrs;Day
years of "You can't
do that you're a
girl","You've got
to do this"; of
talking and talking
to women who don't
understand and men
who won't; of
trying to get through
to people who are so
blinkered that they
can't see the gun
they're pointing at
their own heads; of
slamming time and
time again up against
the brick wall of
patriarbhy that
surrounds all we do
and try to do,then

the frustration turns
to talk of violence
(and let's face it,
ours is only talk,
unlike the death and
misery that is handed
out by the patriarchs)
because without it we
may Just go quietly
mad.

Aidy.
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The mask that you wear.Blad,punk,anarchist,feminist,trendy,lefty. J ‘V  

- , w ‘ \ _ ‘~’.-I’

)1] I

we are all brought up to wear the mask of submission.Ve have no
choice but to uproot and demand a new role of ourselves Alone e fir \\ _
steal back the night in ourselves and others.Gent1y removing the 0‘
facade,akwardly learning new steps in the social dance. Outside W i . _
of the rat race we prowl in the darkness gaining new energies,new 9, V '4 .
visions. We build in pain and happiness,The emphasis is on the '9
bu d is , --il ing,destr0ying is part of it,but far easier and often it
easier to consume ourselves in destruction.

Detatchment first occurs like a tumulteous soun(,a cannon bursts
into the world like a new birth,anger asserts itself blood
curdling and violent,nothing seems to stop its adrenaline rush.
Deeper than that fucking sulphate in your veins.It Just cannot
hide behind anything; it seeks a target fresh and ready for the

r o - s

I spent most oi my life caught up in other people's d¢eams.As I ‘
detatch myself from the real world I become neither your reactio-
nary nor revolutionary concept.Fuck off out of my dreams,I've had O Q27 ‘év-1-
enough of fitting in. w. 4 U 91/e .

4 ' "

a flea,sucking the bl0od.You become your own parasite.The victim

killing,but it is squashed,it must be squashed,as it has no rea-
son beyond its own reason.The buzz inside the fly that continues 9 I;
to circle the closed ro0m.It buries itself inside the skin like

of your own anger.Your own image sucks on you,blad, punk,anarchist ' j
feminist,lefty,trendy.And when you are there,feeling so right on,
hopefully you'll be just open enough to hear a few words from
those who do not feel sp right on.Words perhaps full of ignorance,
for your cultured ears,but that will bring you down to earth a bit
more. -

. "O.K. Mother..whore..sister..daughter..girlfriend:
Jealous?insecure? Depressed? Pre-menstrual Tension?
Try "New Feminist" the underarm non—deoder9nt£" W ‘H A;

"Bored 7 Lifeless? Apathetic?
Have §ggT?1ed the mask of anarchy?" \‘

Detatchment goes full swing to stop the citi .. easy to hide behind
bannersmihant to the pOlice how much You hate them out there.StoP ~ if Q

Q?“
uhk‘ HM]es. J 7”“
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UfiL_“‘ y0urself,take time.Don't consume it too much,st0p the city is out ’ \ _
LE3 ~ there.It won't consume you pain away.It is useful,it is outward,it ‘

N is another mask through which we tell the system we're not playing
lfib _ HA“! their game,a way of airing our frustrations in public.But stopping

ii R?- 1‘ Li

the city should be a daily event in yourself
for people...
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and 0thers.Take time

The world isn't your oyster. Fear of rape----fear of fear"'
Fear in an0ther's pain and in your pain.Too hard.Here is your dope,
speed alcohol.Joke in pure senseation.You're like rubber,like
bubblegum chewed into a plastic pulp.Float above n0rmalitY---5°
easy when you're not straight with your bannerszyour Junk and Y°uT
clothes.But it makes no difference when you're in bed.HERE WE GO,
HERE WE GO,HERE WE GO....Big,big world full of plastic toys and
you all can't wait to play.You've been brought up for the stafie °f
society;swing your hips,make up please} §mile1Hey babylYou'v€ €°t
to perform for someonel In control of the audience,are you equal v
above or be1ow?D0n't you know we can all see behind the banners &
the badges and the clothes? May I remind You th*t bravery awards f
will not be handed out at stop the city?.....In the meantime 1“
the dark streets I steal back the night,I hear the echo of my7 , '_ i . ti
footsteps behind me,the man crosses the road changing his digei on
____itI5 Q_K, , I'm snfe,I slow d0wn,then I feel Hfl8YY“hY Q1 :
not cross the road before?Why was he so insensitive of my ie?r$
His mask as a man ,the mask of my 593?-R“P° the m°St commo“ Orm
of assault in the mind and in rea1ity.The facts are thor@»"V@rYdaYr
ultimate symbol of my Chains. @g{IJT1flLflE1>>
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The first burst of the chains has deafened us a little,
and now a calm follows.As we break through the membrane of
sound we discover the ocean and the nbyss.I'm not playing
your game but here you are still trying to suck me into
your.mask.Can you see beyond it?Beyond men and women?Beyond
expectations?Beyond love ever after?Beyond the victim?
Can you see why I wear this feminist mask? I'm just wanting
to tell you it's a front to say I'm not really playing the
game. It's a front to make women recognise their worth,I've
seen too many women beaten up and raped,too many women not
'fhlfilling their lives because they've never even had a
hint of freedom in the first p1ace,I've seen too many _
women die of backstreet abortions.Too many womengiven
valium."Your room is a mess you're a slut" "Haven't you

01: a bo friend " " ' " "

QF-‘

g y yet? she was asking for it. Another l ~
dumb blonde""Doesn't your boyfriend mind you hitching on "'
your own?".And it's from the women that I'm asking the
most for far too long they've accepted half measures,sucked
themselves in ,its about time we exploded,ripped up those
magazines,defaced the pictures on the bill boards,shouted
back at men on building sites.Let them know who and what
you really are.Love yourself,I've seen too many women
sticking fingers down their throats in punishment for the
food they've eaten.Too many women on self obsessed diets,
learning to care for themselves in a perverse way.Too many
women crying for the children they might of had or not had.
Too many women that shape their bodies in bondage,whose
sexuality is based on the size of their hips.
I'll remove this mask only when I'll see more freedom &
laughter in their eyes,when their faces betray youthfulness
rather than age.And I'll wear this feminst mask even though
you may dismiss me,even though you may make pre-assumptions
about me and who I am,what I d0.And don't be surprised if I
fail your discription,because my feminism has no rules except
for my wish to live my life to the full. It is this fire in
my life, in everywoman's life that will eventually burn down
tho»porn shops & the dealers in death.Learning to love in
equality,not master or slave,not for posession or safety.
They drop bombs on us don't they?They shoot people don't they?
They're not toys boys
I ain't your toy boy
Choose another playmate
Welcome to the real world where we all learn to say no.
We're stealing back the night and soon we'LL reclaim our
humanity,masters and mastered humiliate.Stop the power
games. Free the hand that holds you down,recognise your own
potential.

BECAUSE IF YOU REALLY LOOK AROUND YOU THE PEOPLE ARE
STILL S0 SO.SAD.
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white ruling class man poses a
certain dilemma for the press: do
you play up the “dirt” and there-
by cast our rulers in a rather grim
light — or whitewash the bru-
tality, seek around for excuses,
and thereby lose the "juicy"
bits of the story?

Of course, our resourceful
press will find a way out: blame
the victim.

Michael Telling, second cousin
of multi-millionaire and tax
evader Lord Vestey, shot his wife
Monika and kept her body rotting
in his sauna for 5 months before
chopping off her head and dump-
ing the headless corpse in a wood.

But this bizarre sickening be-
haviour is not the “dirt” in this
case. The eye-catching headlines
and banners onnewstands all con-
cern the shocking revelation that
Monika slept with womenl Oh,
horror, it's enough to drive any
decent man to murder and muti-
lation!

The treatment of Monika at
Exeter Crown Court is in its way
more revolting than what
happened to her decaying body in
Telling's sauna. The defence’s
case, lasciviously repeated by the
press, would seem to be an argu-
ment for bringing back the death
penalty for the "crime" of les-
bianism. lf it were Saudi Arabia
or Iran, thereid be cries of “bar-
barism",- “uncivilised savages".
But this is the British ruling class
‘defending their own -— so it must
be OK.

Of course, it's not unusual for
women to be blamed for getting
themselves raped, mutilated or
murdered. Whether they receive
sympathy or scorn will depend on
the status land race) of their
attacker and whether she is an
"innocent" woman (innocent of
challenging male supremacy, that
is). What has wound up the press

‘to such fever pitch in this case is
that Telling has such rich and
powerful connections and his wife
was the lowest category of “bad”
women lat least prostitutes give

§ ‘K ‘O

men what they want — Monika
had the gall not only to sleep with
women - but to -jeer at her hus-
band's sexual incompetence).

A ghoulishly ironic aspect of
this case is that newspaper head-
lines avow he “idolised his wife’.
For a week after the murder he
kept her body in the house and
visited to kiss it. Shades of a
tragic Othello are evoked - the
poor man loving “not wisely but
too well" a faithless gold-digging
dyke. Who could blame him?

Insofar as it has not been est-
ablished that the man is complete-
)ly deranged (which actually seems
likely given the weirdo treatment
of her dead body —- but the de-
fence have nol; fried to pursue
that line of argument) then he is
to blame. lt is often used as a de-
fence of wife-batterers that they
love/dote on their vicitims. The
idea is that "normal", not overtly
violent men will identify with
him: “It could have been me. My
wife winds me up like that. Un-
derneath he really loves her."
Which is tantamount to saying
never mind the damage, never
mind her feelings, ignore the
fact that women might not
choose to accept brutalisation as
an act of “love”. I

Women don't 'count. Women
are Incl’. there to jugge a man's
guilt. ' g

There's one futher twist in
this tale pf woman blaming.
Blame the Mother. Just as York
shire Ripoqf, Peter Sutcliff's, wife
was said to have driven him to
massacre \\l0l'l‘\en in Leeds, Tell-
ing's motherii wheeled on to take
her share Qfngsponsibility for his
crime. Telling was “a young man
deprived J love and affection".
As well as haying to put up with ii
violent aknhalic husband, she is
expected to take on the guilt of
having mah her son a murderer!

Which only goes to show il
you're a woman, whatever you
have to suffer, in the end you're
always in the wrong. And you
may have to pay with your life.

If Monika Telling‘s sexual be-
haviour is accepted as a justifica-
tion for her murder, then what we
face is licence for men to attack,
and even kill women because they
are lesbians. Monika’s crime was
to refuse to be sexually available
lor impressed) for her husband.
Any woman could face the same
"punishment".
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MR Juatice Hobhouse
was summing up today in
the trial at Bristol Crown
court in“, which two men
are accused of raping a
191-‘year-old.

f either of the men
gave i evidence for their

efence when the hearing
resumed yesterday.

The defendants, aged
24 and 23, deny a {pint
charge of rape. hey
admit they each had
sexual intercourse twice,
but with the girl’s con-
sent. , _ _ W

The alleged offence
occurred in a basement
flat in St P_aul’s where
the 23-year-old man
lived.

\/ -Qoolt alt out wr
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Rape trial nears end ‘
I By Don Pearn
He and his companion

picked up the girl in the
early hours after she had
been to the Dug Out Club
in Park Row and offered
her a lift home.

But they drove to the
flat instead and once
inside they forced her to
take oil‘ her clothes, she
said. The men also got
undressed.

The girl, who lives in
Knowle West, said she
was raped three or four
times y each of the
accused.

In his final address to
the jury Mr Colin Willis,
prosecuting, said the 23-

. _- __p|—}4j_ L..._In-Q — :

v

year-old defendant first
told police he had nothin
to do with the girl and
had not even been in the
car. “If she had consented
to what happened, wh
did he tell lies?” Mr Wily
ll-s asked.

The evidence, he added,
gointed to the girl having

een raped first by the
24-year-old.

On behalf of the
younger defendant, Mr
John Royce said it would
be dangerous to convic
on the Lgirl’s evidenc
alone. “ xperience ha
shown that allegations ofL

he5Fifii

this sort are easy to mak
but difficult to disprove."

There were no signs of
scratches or bruises on
the girl. Medical evidence
was consisitent with her i
having had sexual l
intercourse on a numbe
of occasions. with he
consent. ‘i

The men later drove “
her to a spot near her,
home. This was not the
action of rapists, M il

yce suggested. jl
Mrs Barbara Mills, for“

the elder man, said when ‘
irst seen bl‘ police his ‘-

reply was: “ ot Guilty";
This was the verdict she ;‘
asked the jury to return.

The trial goes on. |
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She couldn't first rembemer when it began.It crept slowly sickeningly
upon her.S1ow changes.So slow yet sure.Irrevocable changes.She could do
nothing to halt them.

What came first? The hair.Menacingly,embarrasingly,sprouting out
of her body.Dark,strong hair appearing under her arms.Itchy pubic hair
she peered at everytime she went to the toilet.Willing it away.Soft
dark hair spreading down her legs and across her belly.A living nightmare
that was her body.No it wasn't supposed to happen this way.Girls in
magazines had smooth brown even bodies.

Standing in front of the mirror.Al1 wrong she was all wrong.
Flabby much to flabhy.Must diet.Shave yes shave but that made her
skin angry,red and 1umpy.Why her? Why was she born so imperfect.
Why couldn't she just have smooth tanned skin.The other girls at school
didn't have cuts in their legs where the razor slipped.Can't be normal
then.

Hate those legs that looked so neat,so neat in the tights that hid
the cuts and stubble.Hide,hide away the ugly truth.Pretend you're normal.

Normal can't be not with all these spots.Get out the cleasing
lotion,face mask-promises of clear complexions.Wash throughly every day,
twice aday it said in the magazine.Locked in the bathroom viciously
squeezing b1aokheads.Emerge angry.ugly with a blotchy red face.

Mirror mirror on the wall-can't you lie to me just a little bit.
Cover up,make up,yes smooth out those ugly imperfections.He might want
to kiss her.Shit have to look good at close quaters.Might be dark.Good
look better when.it's not so bright,stay away from lights.Make ups on,
body scrapped of excess hair,put on best clothes.Hide the flabbybits,
disguise my shape looking almost normal now.

Almost ready to go.No this can't be true-periods started.Shit bad
news.A1ways bleed so heavily.Seems like pints of blood seeping out.
Went to the doctor.He said it wasn't norma1.Gave out some little white
pills.Where are they?Quick swallow a few.Stuff pockcrts full of tampax.
Better take some bog roll too.Hope the cramps don't start.

Go out.Some gig.He doesn't show up.Gets drunk with her mate.
Dance around,hot and sweaty.Girls aren't supposed to sweat,buy more
anti-perspirant.Don't want to smell.

Smudge make up.Wi1l never get the hang of this stuff.
Got to go.Missed last bus.Starts bleeding.So heavily she can feel the
blood running down her Ieg,soaking into the jeans.Thank god i'm not
wearing a skirt.Panic am i bleeding to death.Run home.Hide the evidence.

Frantically scrubbing the embarrassment out of her jeans.
Little sister Iocked in the bathroom with her,watching horrified,amazed-

is it normal?Shaking with fear she rinses the tell-tale signs away.
Her mothers voice drifts up the stairs-did you have a good time dear?
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JUST A HOUSEWIFE

Cleaning, cooking, cleaning, cooking
Washing nappies, washing clothes,
Making beds and making cakes.
Kids and school, three meals a day
Day after day, day after day.
Dentist appointments and vaccinations,
School reports and the P.T.A.
Baby sick and baby shit.
Clinics: Ante/Post Natal & Family Planning
Pills and smears, pills and smears
Periods, headaches and too much bleeding,

I

\_¢‘\‘
4 ‘4"¢;‘\Period pains and visits to the doctor, ‘_' "\V\

I said;'Think I‘m anaemic" ,§~§r\\ ‘I5He gave me iron tablets ‘.\§,»-\\ my
Q \ O

I said; I'm 32 and worn out p .‘\‘“\\;k.,r
Had a miscarriage, 3 kids k ‘
And an abortion. 0

I said; Don't want no more
Pregnancies

He advises a sterilization with a "two year
waiting list and lots of complications"

I said; I get really tired, washed out , exhausted,
That the baby doesn't sleep It. nights
And his crying's driving me crazy

He told me to'rest '
I said; I'm on the bottle,

Feel like a nervous wreck.
He gave me some valium.
I said;my husband's violent.
He suggested a marriage guidance councillor.
I said; I can't stand it in the house no more!
He said: All women are neurotic.

I'm a housewife, just a housewife.
A woman's role in life.
I come in very useful as a doormat and a baby—machine,
I get walked all over and fucked.
Love and marriage, love and marriage
Look where that bullshit got me!
I've had enough, can't stand no more
I say: To hell with the doctor, and his endless prescriptions

To hell with marriage, to a house anda. husband
To hell with kids and contraception

a woman, and I want some respect.
a woman, and I got my dreams.

woman, gonna grab my Freedom.,

&H1

BID

I am a y

’\'¢3,;"_,>
I amea woman,Gonna Live, Live, Live!
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So - in this world I have promised nothing to anyone
born into it with a fistfull of threats
cowardice gradually crept up on me till I was
running scared
running scared in Uandsworth where awareness dawned
with grey and orange skies over the tcwer blocks and
flats pnd smells.

My mother was bleeding
so she covered the wound with a bandage
and my sister did the same and I did the same
white bandages soaking up the blood from the wound
from the womb.

What is the instrument of my desire, my desire,
my desire to touch, to hold, hold tight ard
pretend the few hours are a few days and to drown
losing intellect, letting honest passion take over
till the morning
and feeling sweetly, purely, and not so innocently
haPpY- i
Are you crying for me mcther ?
I car feel those tears bleeding from the same
wound
but I cant sympathise and will have to reject you
because I hate the stain of that blood its too
clear, visible.
I am no bleeding woman
I will not cover this earth with my red tears,
I will not. '
I never wanted to be a woman, I never wanted to be
a feminist and must reject totally any denial of
my own identity.
Take your tags and labels and badges I am I and
thats enough.
Fuck your male politics,
Fuck your female politics,
No authority will tell me how to act.

I have a cunt and I am violent
I have a cunt and I will use it
like my arms and legs and feet and fingers
Oh blasphemy,
silently, perversely, I worship my body
down on my knees I look at the moon and curse
Jesus christ and all the gods and think of making
love to the virgin Vary, or any virgin,
fucking holy Jesus on his holy cross.

The punks are still running,
the anarchists are having their tea party
down in the city ghetto the blads are thinking
the animals are still trapped,
they've coined a phrase for woman who only want
to be free I

they've coined a phrase for wankers
the trendies are running out of gimmicks
the truth is there is no truth and the sad thing
about life is its mostly dead or dying.
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It takes up to 40 dumb animals to make a fur coat
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Ifyou don't want animals to be gassed,electrocuted,trapped or strangIed,don’t buy a fur coat.
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People prefer to think of incest as rare. ‘But in every fourth family, a girl is sexually abused by
a trusted adult. Debbie Taylor uncovers the dangerous truth behind the ‘safe’ family facade.

‘I think it started when I was seven or eight, and it kept
going until I was 17 or so. So it was always there. My
father would get me on his knee and start feeling my
breasts. Then it.was when I was going to bed. He would
come and fondle me in bed. The worst part was the guilt
and' the feeling of powerlessness. I’d just lie there
absolutely petrified. How can you repulse someone you’re
reliant upon? ’

From Father Daughter Rape by Elizabeth Ward

Two little girls: one in Egypt, one in
Australia. And one experience: incest.

Secrecy, fear, guilt, the experience is the
same the world over. And it’s a truly
world-wide phenomenon. An estimated
one in four families is incestuous.

In case you can’t believe your eyes, I’ll
repeat that statistic: one in four. Every-
where studies have been done the evidence
is the same. And in the overwhelming
majority of cases (80-90 per cent) it is girl-
children that are the victims; sexually
abused by fathers, uncles, grandfathers,
brothers, fathers-in-law, neighbours, family
frien_ds.* In Cairo a survey in 1973 found
between 33 and 45 per cent of families
contained daughters who had been raped,
molested, ‘interfered with’ by a relative or
close family friend. Kinsey’s 1953 study in
the US found incest in 24 per cent of
families. And the figures are similar in the
UK and Australia.

Other research shows that the abuse can
— and does — begin as soon as the girl-child
is bom. Two-thirds of Israeli victims were
less than ten years old and one in sixteen of
victims in an Indian survey were aged
between six months and six years.
Research from Denver in the US found
that half the victims were under ten; and
half of those were less than five years of
age. Again, it takes a while for statistics
like this to sink in. They indicate that as
many as one in 16 families may contain a
girl toddler being sexually abused by an
adult male.

Perhaps, on reading this, you will be
tempted to dismiss the evidence as being
too shocking to be true. Please don’t. One
in four families means millions of young
girls. And their voices have been ignored
for far too long — with terrible conse-
quences.

Two-thirds of anorexic patients (neuro-
tic slimmers who end up trying to starve
themselves, to death) in a UK study were
incest victiifis, as area major proportion, of
young prostifites in Melbourne, Australia.
Investigations into the family lives of

_ - ' — - - '~.~- ~.

"‘ Following the Incest Survivors’ support-orgam
isation __i;_1_the UK, I have used the term incest to
includpall -cases of sexual assault by a trusted
adult familiar to the vit_:_@Z__:,--.

‘I was only five yearsold, but somehow I realised what
my grandfather was doing was wrong. When he heard my
mother calling he would hastily draw away his hand and I
would run to my mother who would ask “Where were
you? But she would feel relaxed and secure the moment
she learnt that I had been with my grandfather in the
garden. She used to caution me against going down into
the garden alone. - ,

From The Hidden Face of Eve by Nawal El Saadawi

mentally disturbed or delinquent young
women find a preponderance with a history
of incest. And it is common knowledge
among social workers that the ‘inexplic;
able’ family murders in the West - where
father slaughters wife and children and
then commits suicide — are almost invari-
ably due to his shame when incest is
discovered. "

In the case of the ‘delinquent’ incest
victim, or the girl who goes on the streets
to earn a living, it is a question ofher
having-nowhere else to go. With all the
usual sources of love and security under-
mined, the horrors ‘of home are simply
intolerable and the only alternative is
escape. To suggest — as Freud did — that
their secret desire is to have sex with their
fathers is to be totally blind to the
evidence.

Freud, in ‘fact, has a great deal to answer
for. Nearly every one of his female patients
— who were suffering from all kinds of
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crippling emotional and psychosomatic
symptoms — reported that they had been
sexually assaulted as children.

Initially Freud believed them and
attempted to stretch his mind to encompass
what he called ‘this astonishing thing’: that
a substantial proportion of refined, edu-
cated Viennese men were systematically
raping their daughters, nieces, grand-
daughters. But the medical community
howled him down and he eventually
decided his patients had simply imagined
the events. a ‘discovery’ that he later went
on to develop into his now-famous theory
of the Oedipus Complex. It was easier for
Freud to believe the girls were making it
up than to believe in his own evidence,
such is the fear of facing incest: the
outrageous secret.

g For outrage it is. No amount of argu-
ment or explanation can, or should, dis-
guise the fact that around 100 million
young girls are being raped by adult men,
often day after day. week after week, year
III year out. g

Enough of statistics. We need an ex-
planation. And the experts have been very
forthcoming. In a major portion of the
literature, mothers are blamed — because
they went out to work, or were ill in
hospital, or allowed themselves to become
fat and unattractive, or were cold and
unloving. With no outlets for his sexual
impulses, they claim, the father ‘naturally’
turns to his daughter. Mothers are also
blamed for not putting a stop to the incest
once it is discovered. l

Some theorists point the finger of accu-

sation at the daughter-victims too — be-
cause they were pretty, seductive, doted on
their father or made themselves available.
How could a father resist his little darling?
— the argument goes.

Perhaps it is not so surprising that the
fathers escape the blame. Research into
what kind of man commits incest has been
unable to discover any important differ-
ences between them and any other men. So
a tendency to incest can’t be located within
a particular type of man. On the contrary,
the danger of incest is a logical conse-
quence of a social system that puts an
excess of power in male hands — reinforced
by a family structure that puts power in the
father’s hands over his children.

Not that a father should have no power —
a powerless parent cannot protect his child
as he should. But parental power used
correctly is ‘taking responsibility’. Power
abused by ‘a parent is a double irrespon-
sibility. Not only is an incestuous father
betraying the child’s trust and taking ad-
vantage of her vulnerability and depend-
ence — that is betrayal enough. But also he
is placing on her an impossible burden.
How can she ‘tell on father’ without be-
traying her own sense of loyalty and her
need for her father’s protection? The very
person to whom she would run as her
protector, if she were assaulted by some
other man, has become the person
from whom she must run. Small wonder
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that the internal conflict produces deep
and lasting emotional damage.

_ The imbalance of power between men
and women means that it is overwhelm-
ingly men who commit rape, whose uncon-
trolled expression of sexual urges is ex-
pected, forgiven or condoned to an extent
that could never occur in a world where
women and men shared equal rights. And
women are expected to comply or prove to
a jury their wish to refuse by physically
resisting their assailant. A simple ‘no’ is
not considered sufficient resistance pre-
cisely because women’s position in society
is defined in terms of them meeting the
needs of men.

Of course women who risk resisting are
vastly outnumbered by the millions who
would never dream of upsetting a member
of the dominant caste, a person who holds
the keys to their security and survival. A
man denied his sexual ‘rights’ may leave
altogether. So many women dare not even
say ‘no’.

The same is trueof children — though to
a much greater extent. »

A child’s ‘no’ is seen as an expression of
ungratefulness and disrespect rather than
as an assertion of human rights. And as
long as parents assert arbitrary power over
less powerful children, and men exert
arbitrary power over less powerful women,
father-daughter rape will continue to affect
millions of women around the world.

Debbie Taylor

Kiss daddy
goodnight
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hat is In
Incest most commonly occurs between adult males and female
children The law on incest only applies to immediate blood

ties This does not include step-fathers, uncles or other
men in a position of trust. We 58¢ lfl¢95t 351

the sexual abuse of children and adolescents bY any male
adult in a position of power and trust. So this can l"¢lUd¢
5tep_father5' uncles, family friends, babysitters, teachers,

doctors, etc. Consenting relationships begun in 8dulfh0°d
are not our concern.

No child can be said to have chosen or consented to sexual
involvement with an adult, since there is an imbalance of
power, information and experience. Uherc there ls this
imbalance there can be no true consent, because a child is
not in a position to say No. If saying No means that she
risks the loss of her security (home, food, protection,
approval, love), then her saying Yes, (or simply not saying

No), cannot be seen as consent, but only as coercion,
whether or not that coercion is violent.

It is a fact that known incest statistics are the tip 0*
the ice berg Reports of incest increase as soon as th¢'¢ ls

l. -- tto.an established base, group or CF1$1S centre to P800?
. ‘ hEvidence suggests that a quarter of all women 1n t B
. ' h 'United States have been sexuallY abused dUF1"9 t 91'

childhood and adolescence.

Women wishing to join 3 $e1f'hB1P STOUP Qr just wanting to
talk to a sympathetic woman who will believe her and reassure
her that she isn't to blame, can contact us. and it will be
completely confidential. Mothers of girls who are being
sexually abused can contact us for support and 8dVi¢e E00-

llIllllIIllIllIllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllll
- clo RCL. 39 Jamaica Street,Bristol BS2 8lP

l1’lC65l SUTUIUUT5 Tel (0272) 428331 10.30 -2.30 Mon~Fri
lllllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllll 34 hour answering service
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OAL uhwnoM$ l/muu
Even now it is hard for me to think of
myself as an 'inceet survivor’. Incest
is something that happens to them, out
there, other people, nothing to do with
me, thank you very much. My first
reaction, when I heard about Incest
Survivors, was: ‘oh, why don't they just
forget about it ? Put it behind them,
leave it alone ?' I didn't see it as a
serious topic for consideration, Zet alone
public concern. And I'd turn away, to
something else, something less painful,
yes, something more cheerful.
Perhaps that is your first reaction, too ?
It's not a very nice thing to talk about,
after aZZ, is it - incest. And some people
treat it as a kinky perversion, a joke.
My own reasons for not seeing myself as
an incest survivor were:-
a) I wasn't raped, I was molested over a

period of time.
b) It wasn't brutal - it was subtle and

persuasive.
c) It wasn't my dad - it was my uncle who

kept doing it.
d) I didn't go round wringing my hands,

looking sad, thinking "I'm an incest
survivor" all the time. (That's the
image I've always had of them). I
always try to be cheerful, I'm a
fighter - I see my life as one long
battle against all obstacles. Since
meeting and reading about other survivors
I see that so many of them are fighters'
too - and how ! They've survived in the
most amazing ways.

e) My painful experience made me, oucr the
years try to lot out the memories,
to try to fbrget it ever happened at all

It caused me not to take it seriously -
to dismiss it as nothing. (But repressed
anger comes up in other ways. For me,
in many years of ‘inexplicable’
depression, difficulties in relationships,
trusting and getting close to people,
constant feelings of shame and worth-
Zessness and Zack of self respect).

f) I had, unthinkinly, absorbed our
society's message that incest should not
be talked about, should not given the
attention it deserves, or if it is, it
should be whispered.

So if my reaction - one who has
experienced it - was to turn_E§ay, then
no wonder other people would rather
not hear about it.

This is reflected in something that
happened the other day:-

When incest survivors tried to get
posters put up in various public places,
they got a negative response from many
people. That response reflects society's
attitude: that it is alright to have
huge posters everywhere with naked women
advertising whiskey, but not alright to
have very discreet posters reaching out to
women who have been sexually abused
as children.

Hiding it, because it upsets us, dbes
not make it go away. It keeps us isolated
with the hurt and powerless to help one
another. Acknowledging it, both to myself
and others, helped me to deal with it
and enable me to help others. Looking
at it, talking about it, sharing the
experiences, has moved me from being a
victim, to being a survivor.

H
_
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TRADITIONAL CI-€I1*~E‘iSE ACUPUNCTURE -
war IT wears.

The idea behind Traditional Chinese acupuncture is that
everything we know depends upon.222 energy for its
existance. This is called Chi energy and without it there
would be no life in any form - no trees, no animals, nothing
- it is the life force and it can be polluted. Because we
are_2£ this earth, then we as living organisms, are microcosms
of the world around us, it is within us and around us at the
same time - we are, then, the 5 elements which interact and
create a holistic pattern of growth and decay, death and life
- without the decay, nothing more can grow - they depend
upon one another for mutual existance.
The 5 elements are: FIRE, METAL, WATER,EEARTH, WOOD, and
they all play their part in maintaining the balance of
Nature, or whatever you want to call it. Left to itself
this balance is self regulating and takes everything into
account - it is perfect in its wholeness, But with progress,
materialism and capitalism and all that these imply this
balance has been interfered with - because money, power,
aggression, property have come to define what is and what
is not important the balance of nature inside and outside
us has been forfeited in the name of civilisation.
We mess the world up with synthetic rubbish, plunder the
earth and other peoples for their marketable value, take
from it and never give anything back but garbage. We have
lost sight of our instincts and what it is we really need
- contact of the earth and balance of the elements.
If we are of this earth, then this has to happen inside
us too, we fill ourselves full of crap, stuff ourselves
full of chemicals and synthetic refined sludge. We have
the media stuffing hysterical neurosis materialist
propaganda into us from the moment we are able to open our
eyes and see and feel what is going on in this world.
This is a consumer society and we are force fed on insiduous
and subtle sound and imagery in countless forms. No wonder
so many people are ill, and this is in body: mind and spirit
- the balance has been lost.

Because the system of
Traditional Chinese 2 N
acupuncture was -
developed thousands of 0§a
years ago by people who Q
lived close to the “ i
land before industri- *
alisation, it is
b d tase on na ural laws V T"W»e
that we can see happ-
ening around us and  ‘ . d
feel within ourselves. ' e ‘ t,
We are to a large extent ‘W
products of our environment
and if we look around us and see what an insane hellhole
we live in this has to mean that it has had its effect on us
on all levels - body, mind and spirits
So the basic idea is that we are dependant like everything else
on Chi energy which flows through our bodies along specific
pathways (meridians) and connects and interconnects every
aspect of ourselves. Our wellbeing depends on the purity of
this energy and its unimpeded access ealong these channels.
There are all sorts of ways the energy can become polluted
or blocked and because this is a holistic system it follows
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that when one thing goes wrong it is not separate from anything
else and will have its effect on the rest of the system. The
fragmented nature of our environment is harmful in many ways -
it gives the impression and assumes that everything is separate
and not interelated and this shows in the way the medical
professfion has developed and treats us, whoever we happen to be
and whatever we have been through does not come into their
diagnosis of us. It is purely symptomatic. Two entirely different

people will go to the doctor for different reasons and with diffe-
rent troubles and because they have vaguely the same symptoms thaw
will both go away with the same chemical,in the form of medicinev

,pills,whatever.Synthetic medication is harmful in many ways,but
two in particular: '
I)Because it is synthetic it undermines the system instead of
strengthening it,and creates a dependency on something the body
cannot produce or operate itself-it maintains rather than dimi-  
nishing inbalance.
2)It is designed to treat symptoms,and it does this by repressing
the symptoms,killing pain usually (mental and physical)when the
pain exists to tell us that something else is wrong.So the real
cause of the pain or whatever els is wrong,is never investigated
and never put right,and leads to further troubles within us.

Traditional chinese acupuncture is one system of medicine which,
takes the whole individual person into account,and treats the
person according to the knowledge of the personaI.No two people
can be treated in the same way=because they are not the same
personathey may have the same symptoms,but not for the same rea-
sons.Before treatment can ever begin,the person seeking help for
something has a traditional diagnosis,mnd this envolves talking
to the acupuncturist for as long as it takes,for the acupuncturis:
to make judgements about what that particular person needs-this

usually takes a couple of hours or so- and just having someone
to talk to is treatment in itself,because anything the patient has
to say is valid.There is no judgement made,everything countsyand
nothing is unimportant.This is important especially for women who
are often belittled and treated like shit by the medical profes-
sion. -
There is no such thing as perfect health (as if health was Just
a physical something seperable from all other aspects of life)
but different degrees of balance and inbalance.It is balance whidl
the acupuncturist aims for,balance of the fire elements which
make up our bodies,minds and spirit.So whatever is wronggon any
level,mental,physical or spiritual,because they are all related
sometihngrcan probably be done by a traditional acupuncturist.In
treatment needles are used to help purify and unlock the energy
and the pathways,blance the flow through the bodyyand harmnnise
all aspects of the self.Acupuncture aids the body in its natural
tendency to health and balance-we evolved to live mftera11”and
is not arrogant enough to presume that it is better than nature,
as western medicine does, T
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Thousands of women and men held in Turkish prisons have been systematically tortured,
according to a new AI report - the first in a new series to be released as part of Amnesty’s
worldwide campaign to eradicate tortnme; and the number of torture allegations and deaths in
custody have risen since the 1980 coup. We publish the recent testimony of three former women
prisoners held by the Turkish regime; and ask for your help in preventing others from going

through the same ordeal.
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around. The scene was horrific.
People were piled up in the

corridor waiting their tum to be
tortured. Ten people were being led
blindfold and naked up and down the
corridor and were being beaten to
force them to sing reactionary
marches. Others, who were incapable
of standing, were tied to hot radiator
pipes. _.

An old man of about 50 had been
stripped naked and was being made to
hand out bread rations. The same
man was forced to watch while his
children were tortured, and vice-verso.

“Those lying on the ground were
kicked and punched by passing tor-
turers. The torture never let up....
Even when they stopped torturing you
physically, the screams of the others
began to torment you psychologically.
After a while I was able to pick out
which torture was being applied —
from the screams. "

“I loosened the blindfold and looked

This extract comes from a recent
testimony received by Amnesty from
a former political prisoner in Turkey.
In it, Sema Ogur, who was a student
when she and her husband were
arrested in February 1981, alleges
that she was tortured every day for
47 days in a detention centre in the
capital, Ankara, and beaten and sub-
jected to continuous cruel, inhuman
and degrading treatment for 14
months in Mamak Military Prison

The tortures she alleges include
being given electric shocks, kicked,
punched, beaten with truncheons;
subjected to falaha (sustained beat-
ing of the sole of the feet); being
hung from the arms from ropes
attached to ceiling water pipes, tied
to hot radiator pipes, and hosed
down with icy water under high
pressure.

Her torturers threatened to steril-
ize her with electricity, _

Sher says that her husband was
tortured - with electric shocks applied
the genitals - in front of her, and
that she was tortured with electricity
in front of him.

Turkish police and military
All the detailed information on torture
in Al's possession relates to political»
prisoners, the majority of whom are
ill-treated in some way during the
detention period. Some well-known
detainees - notably those detained in
connection with the Turkish Peace
Association and former members of
parliament held immediately after
the coup - have apparently not been
tortured, but they constitute a small
minority of cases.

In most instances torture was
allegedly inflicted by the police and
took place in police stations, but
Amnesty has received detailed alle-

in military establishments in Diyar-
bakir, in Diyarbakir Military Prison
and Mamak Military Prison, near
Ankara, as well as a number of other
military establishments, including
Metris Military Prison in Istanbul
and Erzurum Military Prison in
eastern Turkey.

Methods of torture have included
electric shocks, falaka, burning with
cigarettes, hanging from the ceiling
by hands or feet for prolonged
periods and beating and assaults on
all parts of the body, including sexual
organs.

The most severe torture has
usually taken place during the deten-
tion period (when the detainee is
held incommunicado). Prisoners may
by law be detained for up to 45 days
before having to be brought before a
court to be charged or released. The
main purpose of the torture appeared
to be the extraction of information
and confessions, although intimidation
was also an important element.

The routine beatings which took
place in military prisons, where people
were sent after being charged or
convicted, seem to have been for the
sole purpose of maintaining discipline.
Amnesty International knows, how-
ever, of some instances of prisoners
having been taken again for interro-
gation and tortured again, even after
several years in prison.

Evidence of torture in Turkey
includes the testimony of prisoners
and former prisoners, in some cases
supported by medical reports, sworn
affidavits made by fellow-prisoners
and relatives, and evidence presented
in court. ‘ i

Police HQ in Ankara cited
by ex-detainees
One of the places most frequently
cited by former prisoners in Turkey
as a torture cent.re is Police Head-
quarters in Ankara.

L

The First Branch of the Anakara
Security Directorate operates from
these headquarters and is reputed to
use as a holding and torture centre a
building there known as the Deger-
lendirme ve Arastirma Laboratuvari
(DAL), Evaluation and Research
Laboratories.

Over the years AI has received
numerous reports of people having
been tortured at Police Headquarters,
andinparticularintheDAL. Amnesty
received reports in February 1984
that Sevgi Kilic and 14 other teachers
had been tortured while being held
at Police Headquarters, probably in
the DAL.

The following information is
based on the three testimonies
recently received by Amnesty from
Sema Ogur, Nursal Yilmaz and
Meryem Sendil Colakoglu, all three
of whom had alleged that they were
tortured in the DAL during 1981,
and also in Mamak Military Prison to
which they were afterwards transferred

The three were sentenced (in
absentia) in May 1983 to six years,
eight months’ imprisonment for
belonging to a prohibited organ-
ization.

Sema Ogur says she and her
husband were arrested at a friend’s
house on 15 February 1981, blind-
folded and taken to the DAL, where
the couple were interrogated and
tortured. She was there for 21 days
and was twice taken to hospital,
spending one night on a drip feed in
an emergency ward. She says that
she asked doctors to record torture
marks on her body, but they refused.

She was moved from the DAL to
a women’s prison, held there for 25
days, then ‘freed. (Her husband had
meanwhile been moved to Mamak

Prison and is still there,
serving a sentence of 10 years, eight
months’ imprisonment.)

In October 1981 she was rearrested
and taken back to the DAL, where
the torture continued over the next
26 days, which, she says, she spent
mostly in solitary confinement in a
pitch dark cell. She - and the two
others - says they were‘ blindfold
during most of the torture sessions.

According to Sema Ogur, her
torture began immediately she
arrived at the DAL and included
being forced to stand on one foot
and to lean forward against a wall
with all her weight resting on her
forefingers; being beaten, kicked and
punched; having her outstretched
arms tied to pipes on the ceiling and
then being left hanging in a crucifixion
..-. --2L2..... “Ta -.-Q» an 0.: smear IIIIIUIQ "aging
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coming o/11... The pain became so
bad that my screams drowned their
[the torturers’] voices. ”

In her testimony, Sema Ogur
describes the crowded conditions in
the DAL, with victims piled up in the
corridors, and the incessant noise:
the shouts of the torturers and the
screams of the tortured... “so that
it was impossible to sleep”.

On her second day in detention
she thought she heard her husband
screaming and then.. .“I was again
taken blindfold to Ute torture room
opposite [her cell]. Once inside they
took off the blindfold, and, sure
enough, it was my husband.

“He was lying naked beside a
black tiled wall. His hands were tied
behind his back and they were adminis-
tering electricity to his genitals.

“After showing him to me, they
retied the blindfold and, in a voice my
husband could hear, threatened to
strip and rape me.

“They wanted us to reveal our
They said I could save

my husband if I gave them the
address. [She says she and her
husband did not want to reveal it for
fear of endangering friends]

“On another occasion I was again
suspended from the ceiling and elec-
tricity was being administered to my
toes. I was semi-conscious when I
heard diem bring my husband in.
Theytoldhimthathecouldsavemeif
he talked ”

During her second spell in the
DAL her husband was brought there
from prison and tortured for a week,
she says.

Sema Ogur says that her husband
later described in court one of the
tortures inflicted on him: the “Pales-
tine method”, which involved having
the hands and feet bound together
behind the back and then being hung
down from a rope attached to the
four limbs.

The testimonies of Nursal Yilmaz
and Meryem Colakoglu catalogue much
the same brutalities inflicted on
prisoners as Sema Ogufs: each des-
cribes how she was beaten, kicked,
punched, given electric shocks, hung
from ceiling pipes (including by the
“Palestine method”), subjected to
the “car tyre" falaka torture and
hosed down with icy water.

Nursal Yilmaz: “I was subjected to
the torture... of being suspended by
the wrists three times . .. Once they
made my fiance watch while I was

“Sirnilarly tiny made me watch
while he was being tortured. They
Hr-Mfiirvl an thtlllstlbytltwrists

His body would not stay straight... it
arched... I suppose because of the

Nursal Yilmaz was arrested with
her fiance (whom she later married),
his sister and a friend on 12 February
1981. All four were tortured at the
DAL, she says. She was held there
twice, for 25 days and, after rearrest
in October, for 23 days. She was
subsequently moved to Mamak Mili-
tary Prison, where she was held for
14 months. Her husband is still
there, serving a 25-year sentence.

Meryem Sendil Colakoglu says
she was held in the DAL for 23 days,
from 17 October 1981, then moved
to Mmak and detained there for 'ustJ
over a year, until her release on 24
November 1982. l

“Countless hours of the most un-
imaginable affronts to human dignity
began with the first kicks as I was
bundled into the police car, " she says
“My demands to know what was
happening, where I was being taken,
were met with kicks and punches.
Once in the car I was blindfolded and
the policeman next to me pushed my
head between his legs and began
beating my back - ‘We are going to
what you might call a beauty parlour, '
he said ‘You go in looking like this
and you come out a different shape.’ "

Of one period of her detention in
a DAL cell she says: “I was unable to
distinguish day from night... The
screams never let up. Doors were
constantly opening and shutting, prison-
ers were taken out and others thrown
back in, in a flurry of kicks and
abuse. . . .

“I lay there semi-conscious until
they came back for me. . . . Then they
dragged me out in my bare feet, as my
shoes no longer fitted me, and carried
me to the room where I hadfirst been
tortured. [There] A male colleague...
was under the falaka They were
beating him with all their might, while
atthesametimesayinganddoing
things to me which should not be done
to a woman — in order to pressurize
him. ”

Mamak Military Prison
“Before my arrest I had heard the
torture did not stop after Police Head-
quarters but that it continued in
different forms in prison, too. This was
confirmed by my own experience in
Mamak Military Prison.” — Meryem
Colakoglu.

The testimonies ofthe three former
detainees present a grim picture of
imprisonment in Mamak - harsh and
arbitrary military-style discipline for
man end women detainees enforced 51!

punishments which included severe
beatings, incarceration in crowded,
insanitary “death cells” and depriva-
tion of privileges, including visits by
relatives.

“Morning and evening inspectioll-9
were the scene ofdaily beatings. They hit
you for the slightest in/Hngement of the
rules: looking sideways, not shoutillg
your name at the top ofyour voice, not
standing straight, not stampingyourfeet
like a soldier, etc.

‘These beatings took place in the
presence of the prison doctor, who was
on the inspection team. Our bodies were
constantly black and blue. . . . ”—Sema
Ogur.

After arrival, prisoners are said to
have spent up to two days in a cage
(“exactly like a lionk cage”—Sema
Ogur), being forced to march up and
down singing marching songs - and
being beaten if the officer in charge was
dissatisfied with the performance.

. .~ “By the time you get out of the cage
your hands are swollen from being
beaten. The training goes on from
morning till night, and sometimes all
night. ...thewholeidea. . . istobreak
the prisoner's spirit," said Nursal
Yilmaz.

After “induction” the women were
moved into wards of up to 50 inmates
each. Exercise was limited to five
minutes daily - during this time pri-
soners were forbidden on pain of
beatings to talk, look about them or
even glance up at the sky.

Men and women exercised at
Aiwnnnnb fie-nan an!‘ Ilsniln ‘I\Il‘\;l'l"nO\ 0-A
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look at each other. Neither Sema Ogur
nor Nursal Yilmaz saw their husbands
in Mamak during the 14 months all four
were there together - nor were they
allowed to communicate in any way.

“The only time I saw my husband or
heard him speak was in court,” Sema
Ogur told Amnesty (both were defend-
ants in a group trial). “Even then we
were not allowed to be near each other,
nor could we exchange greetings.”

Her husband was imprisoned in the
basement, she on the ground floor of
the same prison block.

One of the punishments referred to
in the testimonies is confnement to
minute cramped stone “death cells" in
the basement.

“. . . we were put - two or three at a
time — in cells rneasuringfour handspans
in length and breadth [about e metre
square]. . . . for 15 days without a break
and not allowed to go to the toilet — we
had to use a drawer in the cell for the
purpose. Every morning and evening we
were taken out for inspection and to be
beaten, " said Nursal Yilmaz.

Meryem Colakoglu said she was
kept in such a cell twice, for eight and
seven days,with two other women.

“It was virtually impossible for the
three ofus to squat down. . . . Weateour
food and went to the toilet in the same
tiny cell. . . let out only twice a day [to
collect food and be inspected]. We were
regularly beaten at inspection. . . .

“WhenIgotoutIachedterribly....
There had only been one blanket
between us, so we were all cold and
exhausted and suffering from lack of
“IDOL I‘UI.P ,,

Complaints to the authorities, inclu-
ding judges, were apparently futile:
“To put forward even the smallest
demand was regarded as a violation of
the rules and meant a spell in the cells
or the cates,” said Meryem Colakoglu.

Pre-coup violence
During the five years preceding the
1980 coup political violence had resul-
ted in more than 5,000 assassinations
by right-wing and left-wing groups.
Martial law was imposed in 13 of
Turkeys 67 provinces in December
1978, after more than 100 people were
killed in Kahramanmaras. It had been
renewed every two months and exten-
ded to cover 20 provinces by the time
the coup took place.

Immediately after the coup thou-
sands ofpeople were detained, including
members of parliament, members of
political parties and trade unionists.
The period for which people might be
kept in detention without charge was
increased from 15 to 30 ‘days and then,
in November 1980, to 90 days; in
September 1981 it was reduced to 45
days. All political and trade union acti-
vity was -banned and several news-
papers were closed down. Changes in
the martial law regulations extended
the powers ofmartial law commanders,
giving them control over mail, com-
munications, press censorship, and all
labour and trade union activities.
People could be sentenced to from six
to 24 months’ imprisonment for propa-
gating “erroneous, unfounded or exag-
gerated information in a manner [likely]
to create alarm or excitement among
the public”. _

All_ political offences are still tried
by martial law courts, except for some
press offences, which are tried in
civilian’' courts. "
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The newest development in male
contraception wasunveiled recently
at the American Women's Surgical
Symposium held at the Ann Arbor
Medical Centre. Dr Sophie Merkin,
of the Merkin Clinic, announced
the preliminary findings of a study
conducted on 763 unsuspecting
male undergraduate students at a
large midwest university. In her
report, Dr Merkin stated that the
new contraceptive — the IPD —
was a breakthrough in male contra-
ception. lt will be marketed under
the trade-name "Umbre|ly".

The IPD (intrapenile device)
resembles a tiny folded umbrella
which is inserted through the head
of the penis and pushed into the
scrotum with a plunger-like instru-
ment. Occasionally there is perfor-
ation of the scrotum but this is
disregarded since it is known that
the male has few nerve endings in
this area of his body. The underside

of the umbrella contains a
spermicidal jelly, hence the name
“Umbrelly".

Experiments on 1,000 white
whales from the continental shelf
(whose sexual apparatus is said to
be the closest to man's) proved the
umbrelly to be 100% effective in
Dreventing production of sperm,
and eminently satisfactory to the
female whale since it does not
interfere with her rutting pleasure.

SCROTAL INFECTION
"Only 2 died"

Dr Merkin declared the um-
brelly to be statistically safe for
the human male. She reported that
of the 763 graduate students tested
with the device only two died of
scrotal infection, only 20 experi-
enced swelling of the tissues. Three
developed cancer of the testicles,
and 13 were too depressed to have
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an erection. She stated -that
common complaints ranged from
cramping and bleeding to acute
abdominal pain. She emphasised
that these symptoms were merely
indications that the man's body
had not yet adjusted to the device.
Hopefully the symptoms would
disappear within a year.

One complication caused by
the IPD and briefly mentioned
by Dr Merkin was the incidence
of massive scrotal infection neces-
sitating the surgical removal of
the testicles. “But this is a rare
case," said Merkin, “too rare to be
statistically important." She and
other distinguished members of
the Women's College of Surgeons
agreed that the benefits far out-
weighed the risk to any individual
man.
(reprinted from East Bay Men's
Centre Newsletter and The Period-
ical Lunch, Ann Arbor, Michigan.)
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